Change the Viewpoint!

Provoking Thought . Providing Framework . Offering Solutions . Innovating . Practicing
E x p e r i e n c e a 3 6 0 d e g r e e v i e w . Ta k e a w a l k w i t h u s . . . T h i n k t h r o u g h t h e a r t s !

We place arts and goodness in the centre and build:
A platform for social change through arts, design, media,
education and self-reflection

Our Story
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An alternative space to explore/ problem solve
A movement where arts form the environment and inspiration

Fooniferse Arts is an arts, education and creative
space that challenges, celebrates and questions
everyday life through art and media products,
workshops and creative programs. We use visual arts,
sound, movement, theatre and design to create our
varied range of products and services.

We started with a simple idea - “Creative self-expression
is a fundamental need.” It has evolved into several key
areas of thought and work in the last couple of years.
We have raised issues, inspired people to create art,
encouraged thinking in the arts and questioned
pre-conceived notions about the arts.
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Our Work
Our work is divided into four initiatives that
enable a 360 degree approach to working in
the arts: Rasa, Studio, Earth and Yaan.
Since our inception in November 2009, we have
worked in Chennai, Pondicherry, Bangalore, Delhi,
Singapore, Bali and the US conducting workshops,
participating in conferences, building partnerships,
collaborating with artists and creating new
artistic work.
We have worked in schools, colleges, universities,
corporate houses, people’s homes, art galleries,
studios, and of course under trees, near rivers, on
mountains and by the sea.
We have created art experiences and opened the
space for thinking and learning through the arts. Our
conversations with people have helped us travel to
galaxies deep within while creating new partnerships,
friendships and arts across the world.

Rasa forms the core essence of the work
we do in the confluence of arts, education,
design, and media through our programs,
products and exhibitions.
Studio forms the core of the work we do in
graphic design, brand identity, illustration,
curriculum design and gift concepts for
different clients.
Earth raises awareness about conservation
through engaging workshops, educational
programs, design ideas and products.
Yaan celebrates the individual in relationship
with self reflection at its core.

“How many sides does a line have? How many views does a point have?
The power of arts lies in their ability to change our viewpoints. All of a sudden, the
actor on stage is a line and the painter is a song, and you are a point.”
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Mission

Vision
To create a culture of
creative imagination,
problem-solving and
goodness through
artistic play.

• Expand awareness about the arts
• Deepen understanding about the arts
• Work with artists globally
• Nurture teaching and learning of art
• Create leaders with aesthetic vision
• Nurture responsibility and freedom
in creativity
• Build sustainable art and
design thinking
• Celebrate Life
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Our Approach
Our approach
is democratic
and reflective.
We inspire and
empower people
to rethink their
lives through
the arts. It
is an artistic
movement for
young and old
alike. IT’S EASY.
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Create Art!
• Just make art
• Empower people to
tell their own stories
• Encourage self
expression
• Build self-sustenance
• Tap into your originality,
creativity and empathy
through art

Speak Up!
• Demand arts in your
environment
• Improve the arts
• Promote art
• Explore
• Experience
• Express

Challenge!
• Preconceived notions
about the arts
• Limited ideas about
‘good art’, ‘bad art’ and
‘proper art’
• Dividing lines between
the arts, sciences and
humanities
• Lack of support for art
programs
• Lack of quality art
programs in schools

Join hands!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transform perception
Reflect
Expand
Share
Build an art movement
Establish network
Engage community
Participate

Inspire!
• Innovate
• Practice a life that is
rich in the arts
• Talk about the arts
• Discover a new art for
yourself
• Enjoy the arts

Rasa
Essence

Rasa, the essence or juice, is about experiencing the
creative process, while sharing it with others. It is the
act of resonating with one’s deep core of creativity,
irrespective of age, profession, religious background
or other divisive lines. At Fooniferse, we see the arts
as the essence of life while creating space for deep
understanding within and across disciplines.
The arts provide us with different viewpoints. They
offer us ways to rethink, shift perspective, reflect, and
engage with complex problems in aesthetic as well as
meaningful ways. They challenge, teach and nurture our
thinking, helping us evolve in several dimensions.
Ours is a 360 degree approach to encourage people to
rediscover the arts in their lives, as cognitive, aesthetic,
and spiritual pathways that are essential to wholesome
living. We work through the following five frames.
•
•
•
•
•
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Arts & We
Arts and Media Products
Research
Arts Advocacy
Exhibition Experiences

“As you create art, an emotional and experiential space evolves, where you
connect with yourself. It’s a space where you drop all your masks and choose the
undiscovered you through compassion, empathy and goodness. ”
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Arts & We

We offer a series of art education programs through
workshops; innovative and interdisciplinary programs
for schools, organisations, corporates, parents and all
other institutions. We also offer visual arts curriculum,
teacher training and support for schools.
We work with art as the basis of life and art as the
basis of education. Our programs bring together visual
art, music, dance, movement and theatre exercises
together with the strength of storytelling. They are
designed to enhance communication skills along with
nurturing every individual’s unique creative potential.

Can we imagine a world
without the arts? Let’s say
we close our eyes and start
removing every art form,
and art element that we
know, out of our minds.
What kind of a world would
we be left with? In fact, what
kind of a mind would we be
left with?

Using the authenticity of art to thrill, excite, and
transform all the senses, thinking and perception, our
programs and workshops challenge you to discover
your hidden creative potential and find more meaning
in the mundaneness of everyday life.
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Arts and Media Products

Research

Our products are inspired by the human capacity
to experience life. A little book with a song, a
beautiful painting on a wall, a game that lends
itself to exuberance, a card that appreciates the
most subtle of feelings: choose from a growing
list of products to add something to your life,
subtract something from it, and enrich your life
with colour, texture and thought.

What inspires our stories?, How do children
respond to art-making?, What colours our
perceptions of creativity?, How can we build
newer audiences for different kinds of
art forms?...

We celebrate the individual in relationship.
Collaborating with people from different fields,
we use design as the thread that interweaves
different approaches, thoughts and ideas.
Engage with life, reflect on it, experience and
explore, heal, celebrate, rediscover yourself Our products offer you a journey in
personal revolution.

As we ask questions, we are motivated to
understand the importance of art-experiences
in everyday life.
Through interviews, documentation, field
work, media, writings, articles, we research
the role of arts in different contexts. Research
provides us with perspective and guides our
work in the field.

Arts Advocacy

Why are the arts important in
everyday life?
Why should we educate ourselves
and our children in the arts?
What is it that an education in
the arts really adds to life?
How do we ensure we don’t lose
the arts in our life?

The importance and need for the arts have
been undermined in every segment of
society, often relegating them to the status of
a ‘hobby’, that is fun, but not really a serious
career option or even a necessity. Even, those
who choose careers in the arts struggle to
meet their basic needs, while creating quality
work. Others, who have been artists in their
childhood, give up on their art practice with
the swallowing pressures of adult life. Over
time, we have created an environment where
the arts have little or no space to flourish.
Through diverse media, personalized events,
festivals, documentation and participation
in conferences, we create more dialogue and
discussion about the arts.

Exhibition Experiences
Engaging with art can be learned. Often, most of
us walk away before giving ourselves a chance to
experience art. At Fooniferse, we offer interaction
design for people to connect with and explore art.
Through activities, workshops, fun exercises, our
curation of exhibitions enhance interactive and intuitive
journeys into the arts for audiences of all
age-groups.
We also collaborate with artists and professionals
from different fields creating unique art exhibits and
performances.

“When a colour pops out of the
wall and builds a conversation,
you have the option of joining in or
disappointing a possible friend.
While experiencing art, we get many
strategies, approaches, ideas and
paths to discover ourselves.”

Exhibitions
• My first storybook Exhibition of books written and
illustrated by children, Ilango’s
Artspace, Chennai
• Worlds within words Exhibition of books written and
illustrated by children, C.P.Arts
Centre, Chennai
• Who walks? What flies? Experiencing Kabir through art,
Kabir Festival, Auroville

Partners
Some of the institutions and organisations we have partnered
with on different projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ilango’s Artspace, Chennai
Kids Central, School, Chennai
Wordly Wise, Chennai
Art n Soul, Art organization, Chennai
C.P. Arts centre, Arts and environment Organization, Chennai
Sunny Side Nuts, Children’s group, Chennai
Auroville Performing Arts, Auroville, Pondicherry
Udavi School, Auroville
Avvai Kaapagam, School for Special Children, Chennai
Zoom Kids, Chennai
Stella Maris College, Chennai
Parent Circle, Chennai
S.I.E.T College, Chennai
Department of Education, Tamil Nadu, Chennai
Department of Education, Delhi University
Sekolah Dyatmika School, Bali
Singapore Drama Educators Association, Singapore
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Studio
There is a hunger for original design in every field.
We offer cutting edge design that blends aesthetic
sensibility with emotional strength and individuality.
We work at the confluence of design, education and
individuality. With artists and designers who bring
exceptional skills in painting, illustration and graphic
work, our work is richly textured and unique. We
work with performing artists and writers who bring
a whole new dimension to our design, thinking and
artistic processes.

Core Area/Services:

Book Design & Illustration
We act, sing, dance, play and get into the
characters as we develop the design and
illustration for each book. Bookmaking is an
art that we cherish, and each book is handled
with great care and love. We work on different
genres, reinterpreting each book through a rich
visual language.
Curriculum and Content Development
We work with Arts curriculum and integrating
arts into regular classrooms. Interdisciplinary
curriculums give students an opportunity to
think across fields and create a more wholesome
understanding of a theme.

Educational Design
Designing educational products is both challenging
and exciting. We specialize in developing content,
illustrating concepts, and designing a variety of
learning materials from textbooks, workbooks,
storybooks, games, activity materials and others.

Brand Identity
Staying true to yourself is a crazy adventure and
it is in this spirit that we offer brand identity
solutions. As you share your passion and vision,
we discover form and colour to match it.

Creative Graphic Design
Always on the lookout for projects that are unique,
we work with clients who appreciate quality,
difference and an openness to experiment. A simple
greeting card, or the design for a music festival, our
work captures the spirit of the project.

Gift Concepts
Celebration of simple moments, of special
events and oneself are exciting experiences that
help us give back, cherish, and heal. We offer
unique and heartwarming gift concepts that are
evolved in consultation with you.
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Art and Design: Srivi Kalyan
www.sriviliveshere.com
A.K. Ramanujan: ‘Kapilar: On Pari, Purananuru 107’ from Poems of Love and War: Selected
and Translated by A.K. Ramanujan (Oxford University Press, Fourth Impression 2010).
Reprinted by permission of the Oxford University Press India, New Delhi.
ACCOMMODATION

MALINI & ARCHANA are
ting a theatre play from Jaya ’s
ongs, play and dance.
KALYAN & SANDHYA
ors from Tamil Nadu.
Auroville.
oville.
om Delhi.

Please contact the guest accomodation service in the Visitors
Center: avguests@auroville.org.in - Tel: (0413) 2623449
Festival details (Program and practical information) will be
available there.

MAP OF FESTIVAL SITES

5 Days and Nights of

Live Music
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bai

Irum

Edayanchavadi

MatriBharat mandir
Nivas

in the Spirit of Kabir

humi

Kalab

Visitor
Center

Art and Design

Srivi Kalyan

erry

Pāri! Pāri! They cry,
these poets
with their good red tongues,
praising one man
in many ways:
yet it’s not only Pāri,
the rains too
keep the world
going
in these parts.

Films

Kapilar: on Pāri,
Purananuru 107
Translated by:
A.K.Ramanujan

Talks
Exhibitions

Pondich

icher
ry
Pond
arts . design . education . media & you

GEORGE
WASHINGTON

Workshops

Udavi School

LET YOUR
HEART FEEL
FOR THE
AFFLICTIONS
AND DISTRESS
OF EVERYONE,
AND LET YOUR
HAND GIVE IN
PROPORTION TO
YOUR PURSE.
GEORGE
WASHINGTON

6, 7, 8 April

Auroville (Pondicherry)

9, 10 April

ing Arts

f n ferse

I HOPE I SHALL
ALWAYS POSSESS
FIRMNESS AND
VIRTUE ENOUGH
TO MAINTAIN
WHAT I
CONSIDER THE
MOST ENVIABLE
OF ALL TITLES,
THE CHARACTER
OF AN ‘HONEST
MAN’.

Pondicherry is your arrival and departure point by bus (6 km
from Auroville). Chennai is the closest airport and railway
station junction. From Chennai to Pondicherry it is 3 hours
by bus from Koyambedu CMBT bus stand.

Kuilapalayam

www.fooniferse.com

AUROVILLE
SACRED MUSIC FESTIVAL
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www.aurovilleperformingarts.com
Contact: +919488084684
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Clients
Educational Design
• Sesame Workshop India, New Delhi
• Ilango’s Artspace, Chennai
• idiscoveri, New Delhi
• Birla Edutech, Bombay
Brand Identity
• KP Associates, Chennai
• Ada Event Services, New Delhi
• Delhi By Foot, New Delhi
Book Design and Illustration
• Scientific Society of Tamilnadu, Book design for “Story of
Charles Darwin” by N. Madhavan, Chennai
• Sesame Workshop India, New Delhi
• Ediciones Castillo(Macmillan), Mexico
Gift Concepts
• Individuals across the world
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“When space begins to play, where will the lines
converge? When a word is moved around a page,
what will it mean?”

Creative Graphic Design
• Pari Washington, Chennai
• Oyster Kids, Chennai
• Rhapsody, Swati Soft Solutions, Chennai
• Murugappa Foundation, Poster, Chennai
• Auroville, Kabir Festival 2012, Pondicherry
• Futures Group, New Delhi
• Delhi By Foot, New Delhi
• Sesame Workshop India, New Delhi
• University Colloquium Supported by
World forum foundation, Bombay
• Nalandaway, Chennai

Earth
With a special focus on Earth, at Fooniferse, we strive to deepen
engagement with the environment through arts, design and media:
Oberving a leaf closely and drawing it, writing about a beautiful moonlit
night or a felled tree, taking a walk with a sense of awareness of sharing
the throbbing energies of the earth, discovering a passionate voice for
sharing one’s thoughts on the environment.
We envision programs and products that are holistic and interdisciplinary,
weaving critical questions and core messages surrounding environmental
issues to encourage people to move from a passive sense of confusion
and worry to an active stance of contribution and change.
Through engaging in mindful design and building a resource base for
other designers, we hope to change the ethics of design sensibility in
more designers and students of design as well as consumers in the long
run.
This is a nascent project for us and we look forward to collaborating,
sharing ideas, learning best practices, and working in tandem with others
who feel strongly about environmental issues.

“Our success as individuals is irrelevant and absolutely
useless if we are not mindful of all life forms and nature. We
share the earth, we do not own it!”
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Arts and media create powerful engaging experiences and deepen learning about the environment
when used thoughtfully in classrooms or workshops. We look at a six point program around
environment and conservation. While the task is immense, this is a working guideline for us.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Awareness
Expanding Empathy
Finding Voice
Challenging Lifestyle
Transforming Consciousness
Translating Sustainability

Programs for Children
Our children are the future and must have the knowledge and power required to
understand what is happening to the environment that is their inheritance. And in order
to nurture environmentally conscious citizens, we believe schools, individuals, parents
and children must form a partnership and must be aware of the urgency with which we
all need to act.
Through an active integration of teaching and learning in the classroom and home
with thoughtful media including films, books, web portals, field visits and engaging
conversationson nature and environmental issues, children can reach out and connect to
nature in myriad ways becoming conscious of their role in protecting the environment.
Programs for Adults
We believe we love our children, but unless we protect their earth and its
biodiversity, we are leaving a poorer planet for them. How do we engage
ourselves and our children in environmentally conscious living?
We offer workshops and creative training that can guide parents, teachers
and others to form a closer connect with nature and find their own voices
and directions to working with environment and conservation.
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Rethink Design
Eco-friendly design is a broad spectrum of ideas and as designers, we have a critical role to play in
shaping the consciousness of our buyers. In this context, we are currently building a platform for designers to
discuss innovative yet eco-friendly ideas from printing to packaging, from marketing to advertising. While this is
a nascent project, we invite designers and others interested in this conversation to engage with us and help us
build it forward.
Just a walk into a supermarket shows how the idea of ‘convenience’ has replaced mindfulness and respect for
other species that we cohabit this planet with. We are contributing to excessive waste and over-consumption
with our lack of awareness as well as a casual disregard for how we affect the planet as well as the living
environment of future generations. We need to consciously choose a mindset shift that looks at human living
afresh in the context of ecological intelligence and sustainability. We hope by raising these conversations among
designers, we can deepen design thinking in designers, clients as well as consumers.

Yaan
Yaan celebrates the individual
in relationship. The Tamil word
‘Yaan’ reflects the inner core of
the individual in resonance with
everything around it.
At Fooniferse, Yaan seeks to
awaken the core of the self in you,
moving beyond the outer realm of
individual self-interest ‘I’ into the
inner realm of the ‘YAAN’.

Our programs are different and unique for
each individual as well as each community.
We work with YOU.
If you are someone looking for a thoughtful
engagement with the arts, we would be
interested in working with you.
While we offer a range of programs and
services, our key word is quality. We like to
engage with people creating powerful and
intense programs that can impact both the
community and the individual.

“What could the ‘I’ be - a pond, a forest or a mountain? But then, what would the ‘we’
be - a dream, a song or an ecosystem?”
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We work across diverse audiences and clients. We
believe in quality and work with people who want to
transform the spirit of their community and touch the
soul of art within themselves.
There are different ways in which you can choose to
work with us.
Whether you are looking for a personal exploration in
the arts, or programs for your teachers, students, family,
employees, at fooniferse you will find innovative and
meaningful choices.

You
Family
Schools
Universities
Corporates
Organizations

You could also choose to work with our design team, or
explore our products.
Each one of us is constantly recreating our identities,
exploring the limits of our self, and building new
cultures and communities around ourselves. In this
exciting space of change and transformation, the arts
give you an edge by making your voice stronger, the
dimensions of your interactions varied, your perceptions
deeper and your expression vivid and passionate.
We believe ‘YOU’ are the centre.
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You

Schools

If you are an individual, looking to improve your
artistic talents, find joy through artistic engagement
and are looking for a way forward, we offer consulting
and workshops. Individually tailored to suit your
specific needs, these art sessions can open up your
talent as well as create new modes of communication
within yourself and with others. Currently, we offer
visual arts and creative writing.

We look at the parent-teacher-student web and offer
art, writing and interdisciplinary programs that create
a space for everyone to be engaged in the essence of
teaching and learning. The arts provide an important
tool to understanding others, other ways of living and
different cultures. In our globalised society, we would
be lost without our ability to understand the richness
of other lives be it human or environmental.

Family

Corporates

Career counselling for your children, party ideas,
exclusive gifts or ‘Just Make Art events’ at your home,
at fooniferse, we work with families creating a more
supportive environment for the arts. The arts can
nurture families and build strong bonds of affection,
understanding and expression of feelings.

Often, people wonder, what would a senior manager
have to do with dipping his hands in paint or
strumming a strange looking instrument from halfway
across the world... Yet, getting back in touch with
the honest core of oneself relaxes, destresses and
restores the creative spirit in unfathomable ways. The
collaborative nature of the arts also provides a great
platform for team building and creative production.

Universities
Engaging workshops, interdisciplinary programs
and perspective building through the arts forms
the fundamental basis of our work with universities.
The arts are deeply meaningful for young people
searching to understand themselves. Irrespective of
their majors, the arts give them a strong grounding to
building their future in a wholesome way.
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Organizations
Arts organizations, NGO’s or galleries, we are open
to discussing and evolving programs for the vision
and requirements of different organizations. If you
find resonance with our ideas, we look forward to
connecting and working with you.
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We
We are innovators, learners and educators, who believe in wholesome growth and interdisciplinary thinking.
With a core team of four people , a family dedicated to creative education of the self; from humanities, arts and
sciences, we work with a range of artists, designers, writers, and thinkers who bring different dimensions to our
work. As we grow, we constantly look for opportunities to collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds.

Srivi Kalyan works at the fluid and exciting intersection of arts, media, education, design and self-reflection. She is
the Founder-Director of Fooniferse Arts Pvt.Ltd. Her work and workshops draw in the rich connections between
language, art, performance, thought, and play.
She has authored and illustrated several children’s books as well as stories for adults and is an award winning writer
and illustrator. Her stories and illustrations have been published by Katha, Puffin, Tulika, Ediciones Castillo, Oxford
Bookstore Website, Reader’s Digest, Manoj Prakshan and others. She is an award winning author and illustrator.
She has worked for some of the leading educational/edutainment organizations like Sesame Street, NCERT,
idiscoveri, Katha, Tulika, Birla Edutech, Ilango’s Art space, designing cutting edge books and media for children and
young people on one end, and workshops, curriculum, teacher training modules, interdisciplinary strengthening,
design and delivery of curriculums on the other. Her work through the creation of educational media reaches
millions of children across India through reprints of textbooks, and creative products.
In a society that is constantly growing into greater violence, health issues, environmental destruction, her work in
education is to build a strong voice for sustainable and compassionate living. And through the arts, she finds a way
to engage people in the most important conversations they must have with themselves.
She has a Masters in Arts in Education from Harvard Graduate School of Education, Cambridge and a Masters in Fine
Arts from Stella Maris College, Chennai.
You can view her works on her website: www.sriviliveshere.com
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Saraswathi Kalyanasundaram is the Co -Director of Fooniferse and is focused on building
several creative education programs for children. She enjoys exploring and learning
with children, while using arts, mimicry, storytelling and hands-on activities. Saraswathi
believes in nurturing children to be self-learners, while ensuring that the learning
process is fun, happy and exciting. She documents workshops through photography and
videography. She is also a yoga teacher and reiki healer.

Kalyanasundaram Venkatachalam is a self-made man who has kept his visions alive
through a fantastic life-journey. With a strong belief in the role of education in children’s
lives, as a parent, he believed in growing up together with his children and shared
parenting books as well as discussions about everything from finances to holidays. He
loves sharing flowers and beauty with children, as he gently points out the sacred nature
of life and our responsibility to it.

Sandhiya Kalyan is a Bharatanatyam dancer, teacher and choreographer with more than
fifteen years of experience. A self-taught broad-spectrum artist, she also works with
painting and pottery. With Masters degrees in Life sciences and Biochemistry, she has
been studying the neuronal circuitry of the brain chasing questions like; How do neurons
talk to each other?, How do we learn and remember?, How do we experience movement?
You can view her works on her website www.sandhiyakalyan.com
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Journeys with Us
Fooniferse Workshops

Fooniferse and Srivi

I want to tell my story to the class.
- child, (in sign language to her teacher)”
Avvai Kaapagam(School for special children)

Srivi is a gifted artist with a deep understanding
of the fields she works in – education, children
and media. She is using her immense talent and
skills to shift the paradigm around education and
arts – to make it more democratic, inclusive and
interactive. I truly believe that the vision she has
set for herself and the organization/s will be of
immense benefit to children in India, and across
the world.
- Sashwati Banerjee, Executive Director, Sesame
Workshop India

My children have been inspired to stage plays at home with
their own creative props
– Charumathy, Parent of 5 & 8 year old children
“She became highly interactive and started to mingle
with everyone and there is an improvement in her English
delivery.
– Manonmani, Parent of 5 year old
Very applicable, experiential and transforming! Presenters
very connected.
– SDEA conference Participant, Singapore

The Fooniferse Just Make Art and
Akatha Kahani Event
Three forms of expression seamlessly integrated with Kabir
at the centre. The painting session was the cherry on the
top. Good fun!
- Uday, Bhargava, and Prasanna
A classic mixture of fun, art, beauty and Kabir! Thanks
for this cherishable experience. The painting helped me
express the emotion I experienced fluidly.
- Sandhya
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Dear Srivi, thank you for agreeing to teach Shobs
and her friends....you are a lovely person, very
giving and grounded, and I believe you will
influence her love for art very positively. We are
blessed when good teachers happen in our lives...
truly.
- Lalitha, Parent of college student
Srivi with her capabilities and foresight will be a
future leader in her endeavour, who will also be a
great contributor to society for the development
of creative potential in turn bringing in a good
number of reflective, introspective, creative and
peace-loving people.
- A. V.Ilango, Artist and Director, Ilango’s Artspace

Dream
We dream big! Our dream for the future
is to build a university town centered
in the arts, interdisciplinary in thinking,
connected to our environment, our
economies, different disciplines of
thought, and the creative essence of
human life. If this is a dream you cherish,

“It is a strange land!
A strange one
my friend!
So strange that the
sky here
is colourless
And its reflections have
a thousand colours!”
Srivi Kalyan

Support us, Work with us, Dream with us.
Think through the arts!

To know more about us, log on to our website
www.fooniferse.com
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Choose the undiscovered YOU
Expand the frontiers of being human...

Fooniferse Arts Private Limited.
Regd office: B-229A, 5, Selvi Flats, 15th Avenue Ashok Nagar Chennai 600083
Office: Flat no. 17, Abhishek Apartments, Rams Flats, 7th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai 600083
www.fooniferse.com fooniferse@gmail.com, bhappy@fooniferse.com
+91 44 42022124, +91 9176668980

